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Florida. The political swing-state. The swampland paradise. The refuge of excess. The tourist fantasy. The 
real estate deception. The sub-tropical fever dream. The place where image and reality become inseparable. 
Floridas (2021), a recent series by Anastasia Samoylova, documents it all in a layered portrait of 
contemporary Florida and establishes a dialogue with the oeuvre of Walker Evans, employing a language 
similar to his detached and laconic imagery. 

Having her lens aimed at similar tropes as Walker Evans for the past few years, Anastasia Samoylova has 
been photographing Florida extensively. Pursuing one wandering road trip after the other, a traditionally 
male-dominated genre within American photography, Samoylova expands the field with a female 
perspective. She portrays Florida in all its intensity as a stark place — culturally, politically, economically and 
climatically. In Samoylova’s imagery, it wears this starkness quite visibly. It is there in the fragile landscapes, in 
the precarious tourist industry, in the boom and bust of its cities, and on the faces of its residents. 

There is a certain hollowness behind the glossy cars and pristine polished exteriors of Florida's buildings that 
lurks in Samoylova’s photographic work. It hides in the empty flooded garage, in the shadow of the trees on 
the pristine facades, in histrionic commercials, or in vibrant reflections that mirror the emptiness. The images 
are layered, with subtle references both to Florida’s complex history, and to the way it has been 
photographed by others, most notably by Walker Evans. Samoylova’s angles are wide and the gaze is 
straightforward, yet her photography doesn’t reveal the whole story — that is to be discovered through 
unpeeling the layers of references.  

‘Floridas’ seem to exist on the thin border between observational documentary photography and a crafted 
photo-collage. It is the way the artist frames the shot of her subject of choice, in combination with her 
loaded depiction of colour, that creates a slightly surreal atmosphere — none of which is staged.   The 
semantics of the everyday and the framing angle give away the similarities of the working methods of Evans 
and Samoylova. Posters, storefronts, signs, and utilitarian objects are meticulously observed as silent 
reminders of the character of American culture as a whole. 

Samoylova’s project ‘Floridas’ amounts to a nuanced portrait not just of Florida, but of the contemporary 
USA more broadly. “I believe that what is happening in the extremes of Florida is happening across the 
country,” — recounts the artist. She sees and shows Florida as a condensed version of the US, while 
maintaining an outsider’s perspective and paying homage to Walker Evans. With her vivid bright images and 
sharp juxtapositions, Anastasia Samoylova offers a test for endurance to the iconic American narratives of 
the American Dream. A book of ‘Floridas’, accompanied by the selected Evans’ photography, will be 
published in 2021 by Steidl. 


